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CHAPTER 1 
1.1 Introduction 
Art through Self-Expression is the use of creative arts as a form of a less intense passive therapy focussing primarily on stress management and is a 

field that has proven to work wonders in many people’s lives. Art has an effective potential to physically and mentally develop an individual. 

Art in the form of colours, shadows, light, and any other form that stimulates senses have been provided in a public platform for the public to indulge 

themselves. 

With digital forms of art being more attractive and easier to grasp, it serves as an effective medium of representational art. 

 

In a fast-paced world, stress is one of body’s significant obstacles in allowing people to brim with positivity. 

An easy approach is to bring in the participative art qualities in the interiors of a place. Transformable interiors that change according to the users 

interaction help achieve a vibrant space. 

 “Art washes away from the soul the dust of everyday life” 

- Pablo Picasso 

1.2 Objective 

Art with all these benefits has always been looked down at. In recent times, the Artistic interventions are mostly present in urban 

scenarios and help achieve communal engagement.  

Number of People visiting Art related venues are declining, and due to the Bilbao effect, Famous art museums sort to draw attention 

with their exterior looks rather than what they showcase.  

The Purpose of an Art related venue should be inclined as a quiet getaway for contemplation. 

• Art related venues are often neglected and have turned into a static site. The Redesign of such interiors will draw users to the space. 
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1.3 Aim  

• To use Participatory art elements in the Interiors of an Art Venue, which will help create a meaningful experience. 

• Allowing users to experience art through Participatory Art Interior elements, in contrast to the traditional art museums. 

1.4 Need of the study  

We are all born with an innate desire to express ourselves. Creative self-expression through various forms of visual arts is clinically 

proven to relieve stress and keeps one mentally and physically healthy. 

There are common misconceptions that art is for the skilled / rich/ artists have to be broken. To remove these misconceptions and to 

make people aware of the excellent therapeutic qualities of art, there is a need and a possibility to provide a setting that helps people engage, 

experience, accept and believe that it helps in their wellbeing. 

 

 

1.5  SCOPE and LIMITATIONS 

Participatory art installations as interior environments can be shaped in multiple areas of intervention and helps providing an entirely new 

dimension to art, when people participate. 

Art related venues can provide a setting for art as therapy in disguise which provides opportunities for self-development, spiritual and artistic 

growth, and social connection. 

 

There are common misconceptions that art is for the skilled / rich/ artists have to be broken. To remove these misconceptions and to make 

people aware of the excellent therapeutic qualities of art, there is a need and a possibility to provide a setting that helps people engage, 

experience, accept and believe that it helps in their wellbeing. 

 

1.6  Programs 

Replenish 
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Art as a mental deviation by means of recreation, as a break from the unpleasant or monotonous aspects of daily life. 

 

Permanent Exhibits: Providing Participatory art Installations that reinforce the theme of the art venue (or art museum), these installations 

will provide an unique experience every time the user visits 

Temporary Exhibits: Interiors designed in an open ended manner to allow artists to set up any sort of art installation. These are temporal 

and undergo seasonal changes. 

 

Collaborate 

Community learning of art. And a platform to exhibit the budding talents. 

Art workshops: Direct participation techniques, where the visitors will be able to indulge themselves in a guided participatory process. 

Souvenir shops: public places need retail or merchandizing to promote the identity of the venue. Providing a participatory interior setting 

enhances the sale and provides as a branding for the Art Venue. 

 

Create 

Co working spaces for artists to create exhibits. 

 

 

1.7  Site 

Chennai, being a metropolitan city has a cross section of population most of whom are consciously or sub consciously indulged in the 

practice of art, one way or the other. The advantage of its location in terms of its ability to spread awareness through existing social groups 

and the rich art background that is intertwined with the people, hence allowing the built to intertwine with the urban fabric. 
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CHAPTER 2 – Arts, an overview 
2.1 Introduction 
Definition - the expression or application of human creative skill and imagination, typically in a visual form such as painting or sculpture, 

producing works to be appreciated primarily for their beauty or emotional power. 

 

Art is often examined through the interaction of the principles and elements of art. The principles of art include movement, unity, harmony, 

variety, balance, contrast, proportion and pattern. The elements include texture, form, space, shape, color, value and line. The various 

interactions between the elements and principles of art help artists to organize sensorially pleasing works of art while also giving viewers a 

framework within which to analyse and discuss aesthetic ideas.i 

 

2.2 Forms of ART  
2.4.2 Abstract art 

From the realm of traditional narration and representation, art moved in a 

direction of contemplation. Artists wanted to convey hidden emotions and 

meaning through their artworks. Such movements often start as a rebel act, a 

rebellion against the art trend. One important such movement was the 

‘Minimalism’. Minimalism started a rebel against the over-decorative 

renaissance and gothic styles prevalent during the time.  

 

The artists who advocated minimalism claimed that the noise of over-

decoration took away people’s sense of appreciation for nature, and that 

people should look at nature without the distractions of man-made 
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decorations. Although the intention was fairly simple, when the artists displayed clean white cubes in an otherwise chaotic exhibition 

space, people immediately began to wonder what the meaning behind those cubes were. People started moving around the room, 

looking at the cubes from different angels, trying to make sense of them, trying to interpret, trying to decrypt the message they 

conveyed. This gave a whole new meaning to art and artists. 

 

The Role in Interiors – Modern take on Art  

 

At the beginning of the XXth century, modernism renounced the mentality, space-making principles and formal vocabulary of 

historical styles. The decorative arts were no longer an integral part of the design process, but were required, after construction was 

completed, to fill interior spaces with furniture and self-sufficient works of art. Given that the paper explores the relationship between 

the arts and architecture as concomitant components of the design process, the various modernist instances of art serving as a 

conceptual basis for architectural design (such as the neo-plasticist group De Stijl) do not make the object of discussion. By questioning 

and challenging the aridity of meaning and expression which had become the avatars of late International Style and the more 

commonplace version of functionalism, Postmodernism triggered a resurgence of ornamentation not only as means of embellishment, 

but most importantly as carrier and conveyor of meaning. Although seemingly restored, the relationship between architecture and the 

ornamental arts was a fundamentally new one. In other words, ornamentation – comprising quotes extracted from revolute historical 

styles - had transcended its intended use, 

 

 

2.4.3 Current State of Human Perception and art 

We are in a time where our average attention span has had a great fall. We tend to agree (or merely - cannot disagree) that Less is 

more. An average human in 2017 spends more time looking into digital displays (which includes mobile phones, computers, television 

etc.) than the time they sleep, i.e. about 8 hours, for work and for entertainment. The 8 hours which people spend in looking at screens, 
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most people take in a blast of information that comes pouring through the internet, especially social media. People now have the 

tendency to scroll through pages of data until something eye catching turns up. 

The kind of media that people now consume, is largely based on slight variations and play with the elements of design – colour, scale, 

proportions and the other principles of design. The role of the technique and effort has dissolved, owing to the not so steep learning 

curve of digital software that aid in media creation and manipulation. 

Same goes with photography. With the improvements in technology and the blast of exposure people get through social media, we are 

at a stage where we have millions who could click extremely good images. This in-turn results in tonnes of images, especially in the 

virtual world of social media where literally 90% of the population spend time, or at-least visit occasionally. 

This blast of visual media content keeps the average human busy in a delusional world, where everything is manipulated to look good. 

Only those with exceptional thoughts filter through these lumps of content. Then they become a trend and one could expect a blast of 

similar content trending the internet in a day’s time. 

 

The Role in Interiors – Modern take on Art  

The forms of art in interior has been shape, space, light, detail, material, etc. According to Ettore Sottsass, the term decoration has 

become redundant, since “sandblasting a steel plate, painting a door red or choosing teak over bamboo for flooring is already a 

decorative act… when architecture exists, and if it exists, it is always a magical apparition.” 

Using the right combination of technique, material and application, these ornamental skins can be iridescent, holographic, and even 

display a dynamic sort of chromatism. Moreover, technology has taken decorative art beyond the static, enabling façades to move, 

breathe, and perform. Façade-wide ornamental art is now kinetic, kaleidoscopic and reactive, either in response to external stimuli 

(sunlight, temperature, wind pressure or human presence), or according to carefully designed, computer controlled algorithms. In terms 

of architectural decoration, this is perhaps the most intriguing aspect of contemporary architecture - that technology has become more 

than a means to transpose artistic concept into reality; it has become art and architecture’s equal partner in creating architectural 

expression, and has even propelled ornamental art into previously unexplored territory.ii 
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Digital Art: 

Methods of making artworks have evolved radically. We live in 

a digital age, wherein the noticeable number of people with 

knowledge of computers is greater than the number of people 

with knowledge in fine arts. Digital manipulation and digital 

content creation is one of the fastest growing medium of 

narration. Making things appear right digitally takes less physical 

effort (in terms of practice and raw talent) in comparison with 

classic art techniques. According to critics there is a vast number 

of effortless and meaningless content published under digital art 

category.1 

 

With the invention of 3d printers, things changed radically. 

Artists are now exploring the new possibilities that are much 

faster and accurate.  

 

The efforts of making 3d objects has thus been radically reduced, the machine doing most of the job for us. 

 

2.4.4 Expressive Art – Challenging Cognition and Perception 

It’s definitely art, and it involves some kind of interaction. Still, the problem with these forms of art that neither belong to historical 

periods, nor do they involve a clear selection of media, is that their practitioners are sometimes at pains to locate their works within 

the context of art. As it turns out, ironically, the more art grows and redefines itself, the vaguer its definition becomes. This is what 

 
1 https://www.vexels.com/blog/10-of-the-best-digital-artists-in-the-world/ 
https://3dprintingindustry.com/news/vorm-vrij-exploring-freedom-form-comes-dual-clay-struder-45597/ 

Figure 1 Image showing the possibility of 3d printing from a reference image 

https://www.vexels.com/blog/10-of-the-best-digital-artists-in-the-world/
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makes people question contemporary art from time to time, especially when it 

rises above conventional art forms and relies on the audience to follow up. It is 

precisely this confidence in human response that lies at the core of interactive 

art. 

 

 

The purpose of art took a flip. Art became a whole new experience. Artists 

encoded cryptic messages in abstract forms and viewers decoded it, the way they 

thought the artist would’ve meant it to be. Such perceptual reasoning based on 

anecdotal evidences gave a new life to the art works. Art began to have multiple 

dimensions and the viewers looked at them in their own way. 

 

Artists started working on challenging the cognitive senses of the viewers. Through classical elements like perspectives and proportions 

among others, they invoked a sense of wonder in the audience. This is partly or wholly due to the cultural shifts and lifestyle changes all 

over the world. Artists targeted on the ‘Shock and Awe’ effect for a few decades.  

Figure 3 ‘Underwater’ Installation 

Figure 2 Anish Kapoor, Bulge 
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After this movement of ‘Engaging the cognitive senses’ in the audience, Artists looked at ways to engage them as a whole. Artists made 

participative and interactive artworks that required the audience to be interacting with the concept, in person. 

 

 

Figure 4 Pin Art Wall 

This requirement for the audience to be on-spot opens up avenues that were believed to be disappearing due to the advances in social 

networking and image sharing. This turns art into an experiential phenomenon with a requirement for a physical platform or space. 

This experiential artwork is made possible by a combination of technology and innovative concepts. This phenomenon even extends 

into the realm of temporary art expos like the Burning man.  

 

 

The most successful participatory works can acknowledge and make space for people’s differences, while also strongly accentuating 

the commonalities that unite people. By embodying and speaking to the average person’s experience, participatory art shows its value 

in revealing and facilitating real physical, emotional, and social experiences that reflect a deeper link. The connections and 

relationships between each aspect of the participatory experience establish the relevance of this artistic practice for a contemporary 

audience and time period. While there is merit to the criticism that the fun and games of participatory art is often the aspect that is 

most noticeable, these works are capable of addressing real and changing relationships between the public, their art institutions, and  
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Table 1 types of art - evolution 

their urban environment. In each of the 

three works discussed, their playfulness 

serves to attract initial interest and 

attention that can then be diverted to the 

deeper commentary being made and the 

social meanings within the works. 

Catching the public’s attention  

through playful interactive elements and 

holding that attention by establishing 

connections, participation reinvigorates 

contemporary art’s position in society in 

relation to the general public. 

 

As a result, viewers should be able to 

engage with the installation, physically 

moving through and interacting with the 

space using all of their senses, rather than 

simply view the work in a detached and 

distant manner. 

 

 

 

Type of art Characteristic Purpose Impact on public 

Narrative Art 
Painting -  Fresco - 
Wall decor 

Story telling - to freeze a 
moment in history 

Communication - 
understanding events of 
past - direct message 

Decorative Art Wall décor 
Aesthetic, shaping space 
through aesthetics 

Beauty of art as a common 
conception  

Illusionary 
Abstract art 

Abstraction - colours - 
forms - textures 

Expression of emotions - 
based on artist's 
perspective & priorities 

Attention to detail impacts 
viewer - Art as 
contemplation - 
decryption of the intent 
behind that art 

Digital / 
Technological 
means as art 

Easier and efficient 
means to reach out to 
masses 

improvement in 
technology - easy to reach 
out through the medium 

Easy to grasp - wholesome 
easy understanding 

Expressive art Art as an experience 
Art losing impact -  to 
make people relate 

challenges cognitive sense 
of viewers - attract - shock 
and awe 

Participatory art 

to enhance the space 
- urban or interior 
level - playful 

address public - draw 
people - reveals emotional 
physical and social 
experiences by drawing 
attention 

Communicate information 
- fun - tend to bring the 
child back - therapeutic 
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2.5 John Dewey theories on art iii 
Dewey's theory is an attempt to shift the understandings of what is essential and characteristic about the art process from its physical 

manifestations in the ‘expressive object’ to the process in its entirety, a process whose fundamental element is no longer the material ‘work 

of art’ but rather the development of an ‘experience’. Experience is something that personally affects one's life. That is why these theories 

are so crucial to our social and educational life. 

 

Through the 20th century, Public forms of art was majorly used for political purposes. To let the people know about the happenings or was 

a record of the present to act as history for tomorrow. Art became a form of communication across nations through graffiti, street 

installations, street art and other contemporary art movements. 

 

Dewey’s concept of an experience should help us understand why he didn’t want us to think of art objects as “things” that could be housed 

in museums. Dewey came to call the physical side of artworks—the canvass, stone, printed notes or words—the “art product,” reserving 

“art work” for the actual “working of the work.” He says, “The actual work of art is what the product does in with and in experience” 

 

One of the main reasons Dewey thought art important was that it was able to show that at least in some instances we were able to reorganize 

the world so as to embody the direct experience of meaning and value that by nature we seek. It thus provides a moral lesson to anyone who 

says that fatalistic acceptance of our generally alienated and unfulfilled existence is the only wisdom. Of course Dewey’s ultimate vision is 

for a community in which the richest potential for human existence was cultivated, one in which we took upon ourselves the ultimate work 

of art, our own lives. This is yet one more reason that beginning with the museum conception of art is problematic for aesthetic theory: we 

are disposed to see art as an escape from life, a “pause that refreshes,” instead of the implicitly revolutionary thing that it is, a call to 

restructure the way things are for the way things ought to be. As a mode of communication, Dewey saw art as achieving the most that we 

can hope for. Communication is not just transferring information. At its highest it is a way in which people partake of something together 

at an emotional and intuitive level. It becomes, in Dewey’s phrase, “shared experience.” 
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Conclusion  

With various forms of art developing on all fronts to feed to the aesthetic hunger of society, people began to enjoy collecting, exhibiting 

and display. 

The experience of art is subconscious. Dewey indicates that theories which isolate art and its appreciation by placing them in a realm of 

their own, disconnected from other modes of experiencing, are not natural in the subject matter but instead arise because of the peripheral 

conditions. 

 

2.6 CREATIVE PLACEMAKING 
Placemaking is a creation of a built environment that initiates a sense of community, stimulates interaction, and paves way for innovation. 

It mainly aims at observing, listening to people who live , work and connect in a particular space in order to understand their needs and 

aspirations for that space and that community as a whole. 

“The main idea came up in the 1960’s, and aimed at designing cities that catered to people and not just cars and shopping centres.” – Jane 

Jacobs 

 

The focus was laid on creating lively neighbourhoods and inviting public spaces. 

 

Creative placemaking is a strategical approach towards giving an identity to a space through art and culture.  

 

It helps shape the physical and social character of a place in order promote enduring social change, improve the physical environment and 

to spur economic development, 

 

Placemaking and public art serve as powerful tools that welcome people to visit, engage, and enjoy a space in a unique way. Creative 

placemaking places an emphasis on design which cultivates the social experience in the built environment. Public art adds an element of 

whimsy and delight, which upon discovery allows people to connect and remember a place in a personal way. 
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2.7 ART as a Therapy 
“Art washes away from the soul the dust of everyday life” - Pablo Picasso 

Art has an effective potential to physically and mentally develop an individual. 

Art as a therapy is a popular alternative to traditional venting out forms as it requires no talking. It is an effective form of stress buster. In 

this method, art becomes a medium to help the individual process emotions, reflect on, and share their feelings and thoughts. Art can function 

therapeutically as well, an idea that is explored in art therapy. While definitions and practices vary, art therapy is generally understood as a 

form of therapy that uses art media as its primary mode of communication. It is a relatively young discipline, first introduced around the 

mid-20th century. 

Art therapy is a form of expressive therapy, in which clients, facilitated by an art therapist, use the creative process of making art to 

explore their feelings. Art therapists use the process of self-expression, and the resulting artwork to help clients understand their emotional 

conflicts, develop social skills, improve self-esteem, manage addictions, reduce anxiety, and restore normal function to their lives. 

 

2.7.1 Art in an Interior / Exterior Setting 

Art and its wellbeing can be directly felt through the stimulation of Senses.  

The aesthetic component should not be forcefully thrusted in architecture, as it does not help the user get a wholesome experience. 

Mundane office life has plagued the working environment. This day in age employers have made efforts in trying to make the office 

a more comfortable and productive working environment. Big corporations like Google have resulted in building office spaces 

Figure 6 Google Office Interiors Figure 5 Functional Office interior 
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essentially comprised of adult playgrounds so that their employees feel appreciated and enjoy their working environment. While this 

seems great, what about the small businesses that cannot afford to build outlandish spaces? Designing an environment that engages 

and stimulates employees leads to a more productive work environment. 

 

Architects are responsible for shaping and dressing the built environment, and should, therefore, be cognizant atnd sympathetic to the 

psychophysiological reactions that occur as products of our environments. 

 

2.7.2 Art as a Participatory Event 

 

The factor of ‘engagement’ makes the end result have an added meaning too. The end result is perceived as a cumulative effort of 

hundreds and thousands of strangers.  

 

Participatory works address the public audience, aiming to meet people where they are, draw them in and establish a relationship with 

them. Forming a connection with the average person by finding a common ground, participatory works attempt to communicate 

Figure 7 The jazz of a helium ball & charcoal – Karina Smigla 
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something real about human experiences, the environment, and our own lives and interactions. Each viewer brings something unique 

to participatory art as a result of his or her widely varied experiences. 

Overstimulation 

Public art has travelled a long distance from being boxed up in exhibitions to interactive Installations. Overstimulation is a common 

phenomenon that can reduce the impact of interactive art encounters. 

Sensory overload occurs when one or more of the body's senses experiences over-stimulation from the environment. Too much of art 

related stimuli will confuse the brain and not provide a therapeutic impact on the user. 

Overstimulation leads to absence of concentration or distraction, which can directly affect the physical and mental wellbeing 

 

The eyes an 'endless commodity manufactured to postpone boredom' by Juhani Pallasmaa. We constantly are engaged in visual 

activity, throughout the entire day until our eyes go to rest.  Sight lets us to live in a made-up dream world and we allow ourselves to 

be used up by it. 

 

Figure 8 Yayoi Kusama's Obliteration Room 
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Sounds also have the tendency to confuse and annoy as much as they tend to stimulate and delight. Noise pollution tends to increase 

aggression and lowers concentration leading to chronic diseases, according to a study of Manhattan school children located in 

classrooms near above ground rail lines.  

 

By restricting the number of distractions and channelizing the elements that tend to restrict us from experiencing the environment, might 

help towards an increase in those experiences. 

 

Figure 10 Cluttered visual lines that engages too much visual activity Figure 9 closely placed lines create a sense of movement in the space 
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3.4 Conclusion 
The era of hiding new and inventive artistic efforts among underground, rebellious movements, is over; it pays now to be participatory. Art 

is no longer a spectator sport, and the game’s only just begun. 

Today’s art museums are wising up to the benefits of interactivity. Many institutions have adapted to the needs of increasingly web-oriented, 

digitally-minded visitors who expect instant access and involvement both inside and outside museum walls. Such institutions have begun 

utilizing iPhone apps and social networking to promote events, online galleries to inform those at home, and touch-screen technology to 

guide perceptions within exhibitions. The savvier museums are also mastering how to define and regulate issues of conserving, displaying, 

and owning conceptual works that conflate art and audience. 

We understand that participation is a relational or social encounter with artistic production, without any sort of prescribed outcomes. This 

social or individual process has beneficiary impacts on the user. 
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CHAPTER 3 Case Study 
3.1 Introduction 
An increasing number of places are creating interactive spaces through public art, sculptures, installation, fountains and multimedia screen 

usage to enhance community gathering by attracting people to cluster around in open spaces. 

 

3.2 Typology Case study –  Space - Programs 
Interpretation centre – a contrast to the museum will be studied to analyse the various programs that could possibly be gelled together. 

3.2.1 Jewish Museum, Berlin 

3.2.2 Haus der Musik - Music interpretation centre 

3.2.3 Dreambuzz art Studio- Café, Bangalore 

3.2.4 Windhover Contemplation Centre  

3.3 Thematic Case study - Interiors 
Study and review of spaces that are designed keeping in mind the different elements of nature and bringing in consciousness/ perception of 

reality through design, choice of hues, materials and through other elements. 

3.3.1 Hide & seek Illusion art centre 

3.3.2 Espelho D’ Agua Space – Restaurant 

3.3.3 Stadel Museum, Germany 
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3.3.4 Geijoeng Concept Store 

3.3.5 Missouri State University – Game Center/ Dake 

3.4 Participatory installations/ Interactive art Case study  
To review Interactive work produced in a public space which is usually based on “implicitly or explicitly shared meanings between the 

artist and the community, and consists of actions or works executed on behalf of the community as a whole,” according to a report by 

Marquette University.  

 

3.4.1 Particles –dream stop – Kochi Biennale 2016 - LIVE 

3.4.2 Water Temple – Kochi Biennale 2018 - LIVE 

3.4.3 Shadow 3 - Shilpa Gupta 2017 - LIVE 

3.4.4 Bloomberg Ice Headquarters, Tokyo 

3.4.5 Shine with Pride, Vancouver 

3.4.6 Nature Trail – Hospital 

3.4.7 Pin Art Wall 

3.4.8 Event of Thread – Anne Hamilton 

3.4.9 Wall Art – Hands on Installation 

3.5 Conclusion -The Tabulation shows the stimuli that is triggered by each artistic installation. User participation and the psychological 

impact of each installation is jotted. 
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CHAPTER 4 Literature & Standards 
4.1 Interpretation Centre 
To have a complete Understanding of the process and programs through an Interpretation Centre. 

4.2 Display Requirements 
The various types of Display Systems that can be used to enhance the participatory exhibits and the technology involved 

4.3 Lighting Requirements 
Lighting systems that help illuminate the display, without any sort of glare that will hinder the participation.  
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CHAPTER 5 – Art Interpretation centre  
5.1 Site Surrounding and Details 
5.2 Master plan and Views 
5.3 Concept and Moodboard 
 

5.4 Entrance Block - Illusion 
5.5 Exhibit block 1 - Airy 
5.6 Exhibit block 1 - Droplet 
5.7 Artist Co-working block – Fiery Fire 
5.8 Souvenir Shop – Illusion 
5.9 Restaurant 
5.10 Art Gallery 
5.11 Temporary Pop up structure 
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CHAPTER 6- Conclusion 
6.1 Conclusion 
Art has an effective potential to physically and mentally develop an individual. Art in the form of colours, shadows, light, and any other 

form that stimulates senses have been provided in a public platform for the public to indulge themselves.  
 

We are in a time where our average attention span has had a great fall. Digital forms of art have been more attractive and easier to grasp by 

the general public.  

 

Participatory (or) Interactive Digital variants are programmed to provide holistic outcomes that are eye-catching and hence provide inner 

satisfaction  

 In today’s fast paced world, the digital forms and the technology involved to create art should also be taken into consideration along with 

traditional forms of fine art. The balance can aid in providing efficient participatory art interior environments.  

 

One way that art related venues are responding to a declining audience is through the inclusion of participatory or collaborative experiences 

within the space. This trend reflects an overall cultural shift towards collaborative practices in the development and sharing of content.  

 

In the case of Art venues, they have changed through the time. Visitors have different expectations about Art museums. The roles of 

museums as educational institutions have been changed. Furthermore, these art related venues offer potential for life review, non-verbal 

expression, choice-making, and inspire reflections upon the past and present. 

 

Participatory interior setting in an Art related Venue can help draw visitors and provide recreation and entertainment. So interior spaces of 

museums should facilitate the establishing of a pleasant environment to satisfy visitors. One of important way in attracting visitors in 

museums today is design of interior spaces of museums 

6.2 Specification & estimation 
 



S.NO DESCRIPTION Finish QUANTITY(sqm) NO.s sqft/ft PRICE/ sqft or m TOTAL COST (Rs)

1 FLOORING WORK

a. PREPARATION AND CEMENT FINISH Smooth FOR FLOCRETE TERRAZO: Crete Resin - Grey - reflective finish 
with PE finish 80 861 70 60,000

b. PREPARATION FOR WOOD LAMINATE FLOORING with adhesive:
… 15 mm thick cement finish flooring for wooden floor. Square or Flate grooved - Deep Oak - 

wax polished
170 1820 55 1,00,000

c. PREPARATION CEMENT FINISH Grooved FOR ENGINEERED STONE:
 for niche Dark Black - Anti Slip Ceramic Tile 50 540 35 18,500

d. PREPARATION CEMENT FINISH Grooved FOR Marble flooring with black 
inlay:
 maze exhibit area

White Gloss Medallions Inlay Marble 
Flooring

125 1300 600 7,80,000

e. Sunken Slab  with a metalic Box section framework 
12mm thk acyrilc glass

silver anodized metal - toughened 
patterned glass 50 540 1000 5,40,000

f. PREPARATION CEMENT FINISH SMOOTH FOR RESIN FLOORING: Dark GREY Resin Crete 
Reflective Flooring with PE finish

23 240 70 16,500

2 CEILING WORK

a.Preparation of ceiling slab : 1 coat primer, 2 coats putty, 2nd  coats primer, 
2 coats asian emulsion

dark brown matte finish
140 1500 20 (labourcost) 30,000

Dark elephant grey matte finish
80 860 20 (labourcost) 17,200

3 FALSE CEILING WORK

a Gypsum Board false Ceiling + Plastered + putty + 2 coats emulsion Level 4 gypsum finish - beige colour 33 355 80 28400

b 3d Pvc laminated  Ceiling Panel - 150mm thk Black - matte finish 56 600 120 72,000

c 3d laminated ceiling panel dark brown reflective 25 250 95 23,750

d 3d Pvc Ceiling Panel - 150mm thk Light Grey - reflective finish 125 1340 95 1,27,000

4 WALL 

a. PAINTING WORK As per drawing and specification Plastered White, ceramic white finish 585 6200 20 1,24,000

Entrance Block



5 Wall work

Wooden wall panelling oak and ash grey 55 590 37 multiwal pvc 21,800

Natural Stone Veneer Dark Atlantic Grey - 15mm thk slate Hammered finish 125 1345 65 87,400

a. Curtain wall system - aluminium channels - 12mm thk toughened glass Glass and ash grey mullion 115 1237 500 6,18,500

b.MAKING , FIXING AND POLISHING OF DOORS 4 5500 22,000

… Door frames, shutters with all accessories as per given drawing and specs 

c.MAKING , FIXING AND POLISHING OF WINDOWS 5 3500 17,500

… Window frames, shutters, grill, toughened glass with all accessories as per 
given drawing and spec(with material) -

6 ACCESSORIES 

a CNC cut Metal Panel - welded to metal box section 50mm x 50mm Silver anodized finish 10m 6pc 300 18,000
Corian finish boxes Reflective black finish 6pc 900 5,400

b bent Metallic Installation dark gray powder paint finish 2 1000 2000
c Filler slab Cement Mould Exposed concrete finish 24pc 500 12,000

Glass panel held by metal clamp clear glass, bronze finish fitting
1.4sqm/pc 24pc 15 300 4500

d CNC cut participative panel 8mmthk grey ss metal frame powder coated 1.8sqm/pc 25pc 20 90 1,800

7 LIGHTING WORK - EMMISIVE

a wall Mounted emmisive grooves Offwhite LED emmisive 100m 30/m 3,000

b Central Chandelier Offwhite LED Lights 1 6000 6000
c Track Lights Yellow LED Lights 8 1500 12,000
d Downlights 15w White Metal - offwhite 50 350 17,500
e suspended lights Black Metal - offwhite 4 1500 6000
f Pendant Lights Black Metal - White 13 450 5,850

8 FIXTURES
Participative Wall Panel digital LED panel - 45 480 5500 3,00,000

Participative Floor Panel
Motion sensor floor Panel 750rs - 
2x2'

56 600 190 1,14,000

32,12,600



S.NO DESCRIPTION Finish QUANTITY(sqm) NO.s sqft/ft PRICE/ sqft or m TOTAL COST (Rs)

1 FLOORING WORK
a. PREPARATION AND CEMENT FINISH Smooth FOR FLOCRETE TERRAZO: Crete Resin - Mild Grey - reflective 

finish with PE finish 450 4800 70 3,36,000

b. PREPARATION AND CEMENT FINISH Smooth FOR FLOCRETE TERRAZO: Crete Resin - shell pearl reflective 
finish with PE finish 200 2150 95 1,99,500

c. PREPARATION CEMENT Bedding : Small grained sand Sand 150 1600 120/cubft 15000
d. PREPARATION CEMENT FINISH SMOOTH FOR RESIN FLOORING:
Anti slip (water)

Dark GREY Resin Crete 
Reflective Flooring with PE finish 200 2150 70 1,50,000

e.PREPARATION FOR WOOD Deck FLOORING with adhesive: Ash grey wooden deck flooring 75 800 250 2,00,000

f. PREPARATION FOR WOOD LAMINATE FLOORING with adhesive:
… 15 mm thick cement finish flooring for wooden floor.

Square or Flate grooved - Deep Grey - 
wax polished

80 861 55 47,355

2 CEILING WORK
a.Preparation of ceiling slab : 1 coat primer, 2 coats putty, 2nd  coats primer, 
2 coats asian emulsion

Dark elephant grey matte finish 750 8070 20 1,61,400

3 FALSE CEILING WORK
a Gypsum Board false Ceiling + Plastered + putty + 2 coats emulsion gypsum finish - beige colour 365 3900 80 3,12,000
b Baffle ceiling - 15mm thk starched fabric 300 mm ht Beige translucent fabric 190 2045 300 6,13,500
c suspended white fabric Beige translucent fabric 200 2150 200 4,30,000
d 3d Pvc Ceiling Panel - 150mm thk Blue Grey - Matte reflective 100 1070 90 90,000

e 3d Pvc Ceiling Panel - 150mm thk Light Beige - Grooved/ line pattern 75 800 350 2,80,000

f 3d Pvc Mirror Panel - 150mm thk Bevelled reflective 80 860 160 1,37,600
g 3d Pvc Ceiling Panel - 150mm thk Brown - Reflective PVC panel 66 710 120 85,200

4 WALL 

a. PAINTING WORK As per drawing and specification Plastered White, ceramic white finish 465 5005 20 1,00,000

b. PAINTING WORK As per drawing and specification Plastered Dark blue ceramic finish 506 5500 20 1,10.000

5 Wall work
PVC display wall panelling white and ash grey mullion 184 40 7,360
3d PVC panelling Blue Grey - Matte reflective 184 40 7,360
Rounded rectangle Door ways - Bent Ply - White Laminate Finish 4 6 43 125 5,375
b.MAKING , FIXING AND POLISHING OF DOORS 5 5500 27,500

… Door frames, shutters with all accessories as per given drawing and specs 

c.MAKING , FIXING AND POLISHING OF WINDOWS 14 3500 50,000

EXHIBIT BLOCK 1



… Window frames, shutters, grill, toughened glass with all accessories as per 
given drawing and spec(with material) -

6 ACCESSORIES 
a CNC cut Metal Panel - welded to metal box section 50mm x 50mm Silver anodized finish 55 550 300 1,65,000

b bent Ply Installation 6mm thk Corian Finish - emmisive tip 6/pc 7 371 125 46,300
c Wooden Slat - Mirror mounted frame Exposed concrete finish 40
d PVC BUBBLE clear finish 3 7000 21,000

Emmisive strip coloumn - Caustic Display 18 30/m 540
e Sand pit - polycarbonate moulded Ceramic white finish 10 5000 5,000
f bent Metallic Installation MS dark gray powder paint finish 30 250 7,500

Blown polycarbonate Clear - smoggy white finish 35
Suspended rods dark gray powder paint finish
Miscellaneous 10,00,000

7 LIGHTING WORK - EMMISIVE
a wall Mounted emmisive grooves Offwhite LED emmisive 165m 30/m 4,900
b Track Lights Yellow LED Lights 20 1500 30,000
c Downlights White Metal - offwhite 115 350 40,250
d suspended lights Black Metal - offwhite 6 1500 9000
e Pendant Lights Black Metal - White 450

8 FIXTURES
Participative MOIRE curved digital LED panel - 54 580 45 26,100
Mirror Floor Display 18 200 500 1,00,000

47,10,740

S.NO DESCRIPTION Finish QUANTITY(sqm) NO.s sqft/ft PRICE/ sqft or m TOTAL COST (Rs)

1 FLOORING WORK
a. PREPARATION AND CEMENT FINISH Smooth FOR FLOCRETE TERRAZO: Crete Resin - Prussian grey - 

reflective finish with PE finish 215 2300 90 2,07,000

PREPARATION AND CEMENT FINISH Smooth FOR FLOCRETE TERRAZO: Crete Resin - light Grey - reflective 
finish with PE finish 310 3330 90 2,99,700

b. PREPARATION CEMENT FINISH Grooved Marble flooring:
White Marble Tile for Flooring, Thickness: 18-20 mm

White polished Finish 25 270 500 1,35,000

c.PREPARATION FOR WOOD Deck FLOORING with adhesive: beige wooden deck flooring deep oak 125 1345 350 4,70,750

Wooden deck with Mirror flooring Reflective 20 215 25 5,300
d. PREPARATION FOR WOOD LAMINATE FLOORING with adhesive:
… 15 mm thick cement finish flooring for wooden floor.

deep ochre
80 860 55 47,300

EXHIBIT BLOCK 2



2 CEILING WORK
a.Preparation of ceiling slab : 1 coat primer, 2 coats putty, 2nd  coats primer, 
2 coats asian emulsion

Dark elephant grey matte finish 600 6450 20 1,29,000

3 FALSE CEILING WORK
a Gypsum Board false Ceiling + Plastered + putty + 2 coats emulsion gypsum finish - beige colour 50 540 80 43,200
b 3d Pvc Ceiling Panel - 150mm thk Grey - Matte reflective 50 540 95 51,000

c Aluminum Metal Ceiling Perforated Metal Panel Galvanised, Coated, Film 
Coated, Embossed, Color Coated. 50mm x 50mm box section formwork

White silver  , matte finish 80 860 180 1,54,000

d white powder painted mettalic Silver rods suspended ceiling
metallic white - Grooved/ line 
pattern

320 3400 60 +15 /kg 1,00,000

4 WALL 

a. PAINTING WORK As per drawing and specification
Plastered Teal blue, ceramic ultima 
finish

295 3175 20 63,500

b.filleted Marble Skirting - marble wall tile White marble 110 1184 225 2,66,400
c. Resin strip tile - Teal ss transition strip Accent strip metallic finish 90 500 45,000

5 Wall work

a. Curtain wall system - aluminium channels - 12mm thk toughened glass Glass and ash grey mullion 280 3000 500 15,00,000

b.MAKING , FIXING AND POLISHING OF DOORS 2 5500 11,000

… Door frames, shutters with all accessories as per given drawing and specs 

6 ACCESSORIES 
a Transparent acrylic plate 5mm thk Clear - etched with ink 0.25 140 2.6 120 312

Metallic rod - mounted on plywood box matte Teal paint 1.7m 35 60/kg or 6' length 2100
b Patterned glass Panels 2 8 20 700 14000

Stone seater Hammered finish 4 3000 12,000
Aluminum Roller/ slider channel dark gray powder paint finish 27m 88' 250 22,000

c Wooden Deck Staircase -  Composites Wooden Deck Oak shade, polished 55 590 350 2,00,000
White Grass turf clear glass, bronze finish fitting 175 1880 40 75,000

d Wooden seater grey metal frame 4 6000 24,000
Water Feature - Glass fountain Adagio waterfeature 4 75000 3,00,000

e Miscellaneous accessories 10,00,000

7 LIGHTING WORK - EMMISIVE
a Ply Mounted emmisive grooves Offwhite LED emmisive 122m 30/m 3660
b Droplet ceiling Offwhite LED Lights 26 280 1000 2,80,000
c Track Lights Yellow LED Lights 11 1500 15,000



d Downlights White Metal - offwhite 125 350 43,750

55,19,972

S.NO DESCRIPTION Finish QUANTITY(sqm) NO.s sqft/ft PRICE/ sqft or m TOTAL COST (Rs)

1 FLOORING WORK
a. PREPARATION AND CEMENT FINISH Smooth FOR FLOCRETE TERRAZO: Crete Resin - light Grey - reflective 

finish with PE finish 200 2150 70 1,50,500

b.PREPARATION FOR WOOD Deck FLOORING with adhesive: White PVC laminate 45 480 350 1,68,000

2 CEILING WORK
a.Preparation of ceiling slab - plastered Sq.Ft

3 FALSE CEILING WORK
a Gypsum Board false Ceiling + Plastered + putty + 2 coats emulsion gypsum finish - beige colour 140 1500 80 1,20,000

b 3d Pvc Ceiling Panel - 150mm thk Light Grey - Grooved/ line pattern 80 861 95 81,795

c 3d Pvc Ceiling Panel - 150mm thk blue grey - metallic finish pattern 140 1500 95 1,42,000

4 WALL 

b. PAINTING WORK As per drawing and specification
Plastered dark aqua, ceramic ultima 
finish

65 700 20 14,000

a. PAINTING WORK As per drawing and specification Ceramic white - ultima finish 215 2300 20 46,000
c. Stone cladd wall  natural stone 6 Inch X 12 Inch Dark grey Rough finish 65 700 150 1,05,000

5 Wall work
a. Glass wall sysytem Glass and ash grey mullion 50 530 500 2,50,000
b.MAKING , FIXING AND POLISHING OF DOORS 1 5500 5500

… Door frames, shutters with all accessories as per given drawing and specs 

c.MAKING , FIXING AND POLISHING OF WINDOWS 8 3500 28,000
… Window frames, shutters, grill, toughened glass with all accessories as per 
given drawing and spec(with material) -

6 ACCESSORIES 
a PVC Blown furniture clear white 6 4000 24,000
b Metallic rod - mounted on plywood box 15mm dia matte silver powder paint 40 200 8000

Moulded Polycarbonate display White smoky 43 pc 450 19,350
c Plywood Boxes Laminate Finish 25 260 200 54,000
d Polcarbonate Tubes - drawn Mold 50mm thk Clear transparent matte finish 27pc 300 8,100
e PVC Moulded seater White smoky 10 204 300 61,200

SOUVENIR BLOCK



f Floating glass display 15mm thk Transparent - blue tinted 9 90 350 15,000

7 LIGHTING WORK - EMMISIVE
a Ply Mounted emmisive grooves Offwhite LED emmisive 63m 30/m 1,890
b Chandlier White Metal - offwhite 1 4000 4000
c Track Lights Yellow LED Lights 20 1500 30,000
d Downlights White Metal - offwhite 75 350 26,250
e Pendant Lights Yellow LED Lights 3 450 1,350

8 FIXTURES
Participative Projectory Interactive projection 5 55,000 3,00,000
Participative Floor Panel Motion sensor Cell floor Panel 56 600 190 1,00,000

17,63,935

S.NO DESCRIPTION Finish QUANTITY(sqm) NO.s sqft/ft PRICE/ sqft or m TOTAL COST (Rs)

1 FLOORING WORK
a. PREPARATION AND CEMENT FINISH Smooth FOR FLOCRETE TERRAZO: Crete Resin - light Grey - reflective 

finish with PE finish 180 1900 90 1,71,000

b. PREPARATION FOR WOOD LAMINATE FLOORING with adhesive:
… 15 mm thick cement finish flooring for wooden floor.

Dark birchewood - wine brown
90 960 55 52,000

c.PREPARATION FOR WOOD Deck FLOORING with adhesive: White PVC laminate - oak wooden 
mattte finish

30 322 350 1,12,000

2 CEILING WORK
a.Preparation of ceiling slab 100 1070 20 21,400

3 FALSE CEILING WORK
a Gypsum Board false Ceiling + Plastered + putty + 2 coats emulsion gypsum finish - beige colour 30 322 20 6,640
b 3d PVC laminated ceiling Gypsum panel Whitte Matte 125 1345 90 1,21,000
c 3d Pvc Ceiling Panel - 150mm thk Beige 80 860 90 77,400

4 WALL 

a. PAINTING WORK As per drawing and specification
Plastered spring yellow, ceramic 
ultima finish

100 1070 20 21,400

b. PAINTING WORK As per drawing and specification Ceramic white - ultima finish 332.5 3550 20 71,000

5 Wall work
a. Glass wall sysytem Glass and ash grey mullion 20 215 500 1,07,000

ARTIST COWORKING BLOCK



b.MAKING , FIXING AND POLISHING OF DOORS 10 5500 55,000

… Door frames, shutters with all accessories as per given drawing and specs 

c.MAKING , FIXING AND POLISHING OF WINDOWS 4 3500 14,000
… Window frames, shutters, grill, toughened glass with all accessories as per 
given drawing and spec(with material) -

6 ACCESSORIES 
a CNC CUT panels on box section frame bronxe metalic finish 4 500 2000
b Gypsum Board Pods Yellow Stucco finish 5 50 250

PVC wall - box section framework White smoky 200 1000
c Plywood work desk Yellow matte Laminate Finish 40 500 200 1,00,000
d Pipeline GI Yellow powder paint 22m 6 x 432' 70/kg 4,350
e Tufted board hexagons Yellow fabric panels .25 x 30 2.6 100 7800
e Drop ceiling - circle Yellow matte Laminate Finish 15 160 250 40,000

7 LIGHTING WORK - EMMISIVE
a Ply Mounted emmisive grooves Offwhite LED emmisive 240m 30/m 7200
b suspended luminares Offwhite LED Lights 4 1500 6000
c emmisive panels Yellow LED Lights 13 500 6,500
d Downlights White Metal - offwhite 84 350 29,400
e Pendant Lights Black Metal 17 450 7,650

8 FIXTURES
Participative display ceiling mounted Interactive projection 15 5500 42,500

10,84,490

S.NO DESCRIPTION Finish QUANTITY(sqm) NO.s sqft/ft PRICE/ sqft or m TOTAL COST (Rs)

1 Flooring: Antiskid Bathroom ceramic Tiles Grey anti slip wear resistant 33 355 50 17,750
2 Ceramic bathroom wall tiles 5mm thk Matte antislip, Cream colour 110 1180 50 59,000
3 FRP False ceiling - waterproof 12mm thk Beige, 33 355 120 42,600
4 Doors - FRP matte beige 7 1600/pc 11,200
5 Downlights White Metal - offwhite 14 350 4,900
6 Wash 4 1500 6000
7 Closet BEige 7 4500 31,500

9 1,72,950
12,00,000

S.NO DESCRIPTION Finish QUANTITY(sqm) NO.s sqft/ft PRICE/ sqft or m TOTAL COST (Rs)

1 Flooring Flocrete Resin Terrazo 15mm thk Beige, Glossy finish 200 2152 55 1,18,350

TOILETS

RESTAURANT



2 Wallpaper luxury oil effect 0.5mm thk Printed matte, waterproof 60 640 120 76,800
3 GI louvers wall panel White- Electrlyte painted 37.5 403 1200/sqm or 275 44,000
4 CNC cut roof baffles - wood polymer composite Ash grey 40 430 430 1,84,900
5 Particaptory wall 4mm pixel 8 5500 35,000
6 suspended luminares Offwhite LED Lights 11 1500 16,500
7 Downlights White Metal - offwhite 60 350 21,000

8 Tables deep walnut Wood laminate finish 12 2000 24,000

9 Dining chairs metal - teal cushions 48 1200 72,000
10 Bar stools metal - teal cushions 12 1500 18000

6,10,550

S.NO DESCRIPTION Finish QUANTITY(sqm) NO.s sqft/ft PRICE/ sqft or m TOTAL COST (Rs)

1 Pop up Box Tensile fabric on Ms sections 1 38,000 38,000
2 Track Lights Yellow LED Lights 14 1500 21,000
3 GI louvers wall panel White- Electrlyte painted 5.4 14 812 1200/sqm or 275 90,720

20 1,49,720
29,94,400

GRAND TOTAL 2,10,96,687
note : labour installation charges not included  

MEP services are not considered
Participatory Digital Panels could vary depending on brand & availability
further addition of detail in estimation (specification and item) may increase 10% more

POP Up structure
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